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Recently new types of protein-based nano-
materials, in which the protein structure
are highly preserved despite of extremely
high protein concentration (> 100 mg/ml)
have been reported by several research
groups.“ Protein crystal” and“ protein
liquid”are the representative examples of
such protein based nanomaterials and they
exhibit unique physical properties based
on the structure of constitutive protein. We
have developed new type of high protein
content material named“ Protein conden-
sate”.“Protein condensate”is easily pre-
pared as oily liquid separated from water
phase by simple mixing of aqueous solu-
tion of protein and adequate amount of cer-
tain anionic- and cationic surfactants. At
present stage, it is supposed that electro-
static interaction between protein and sur-
factant is main driving force for formation
of ”protein condensate”.

In order to figure out the structure
of protein condensate, we preliminarily
performed small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) on lysozyum based protein conden-
sate. It was clarified that lysozyum based
protein condensate was totally different
from protein solution or abnormal aggre-
gation. However, the detailed structural in-
formation of protein condensate is quite
difficult due to small difference of con-
trast between protein and surfactant. In
order to overcome such a situation, we
performed contrast-variation SANS exper-
iment on lysozyum based protein conden-
sate.

SANS experiment was performed with
QUOKKA installed at ANSTO and mea-
surement was performed at around room
temperature. Figure shows SANS profiles
from protein condensate at different D2O
contrast (D2O 0%, D2O 15%, D2O 40%,
D2O 80% and D2O 100%, ). From our pre-
liminary calculation, it is expected that sur-

factants and protein are matched out in
D2O 15% and D2O 40%, respectively. At
around 0.1Aˆ-1, the peak was observed and
it is considered that this peak is attributed
to inter-particle correlation (S(Q)). Hence,
we calculated the expected scattering curve
at D2O 100% by multiplying S(Q) assum-
ing percus-yevick hard spheres and form
factor of lysozyum based protein conden-
sate. However, the huge difference was ob-
served especially at low Q -region. It is ex-
pected that there exists higher-order struc-
ture in lysozyum based protein condensate.
We are trying to construct the appropriate
model, considering the scattering data at
different contrasts.

Fig. 1. SANS profiles of lysozyum protein conden-
sate at various D2O contrasts.
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